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Prefatory Note to Reader

While scores of books offering second opinions have advised a number of
recommendations for better election coverage, this paper offers only a diagnosis of the
problem with election news coverage today, not a treatment nor even federally subsidized
end-of-life counseling. In this sense, this paper accepts the conclusion of media scholar
Thomas Patterson that “attempts to convince the press to behave differently can have
only a marginal influence on the quality of [a presidential] campaign. The press is what it
is because of news values and imperatives.”1 To be sure, it is beyond the purposes of this
paper to be constructive in its criticism, though it might be accorded its own merit by the
fact that it declines to prescribe burning down the CNN Center.
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Prologue:

Brave News World
News and truth are not the same thing, and must be clearly distinguished.
Walter Lippmann

“If a nation expects to be ignorant and free,” wrote Thomas Jefferson, “it expects
what never was and never will be. . . . The people cannot be safe without information.
Where the press is free, and every man able to read, all is safe.”1 As America’s great
champion of democracy, Jefferson contended that our free society would survive so long
as the American public was well informed and educated, raised to the “high ground of
moral respectability necessary to his or her own safety, and to orderly government.”2
Echoing Jefferson, Aldous Huxley a century and a half later wrote in Brave New
World Revisited that only those citizens who are “constantly and intelligently on the spot
can hope to govern themselves effectively by democratic procedures.” On the other hand,
however, “a society, most of whose members spend a great part of their time, not on the
spot, not here and now and in the calculable future, but somewhere else, in the irrelevant
other worlds of sport and soap opera, of mythology and metaphysical fantasy, will find it
hard to resist the encroachments of those who would manipulate and control it.” 3 Huxley
believed that the United States was on a course toward the kind of future he described in
his dystopian novel Brave New World. Whereas George Orwell’s 1984 had envisioned a
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future in which all truth is censored, all thought policed, every action watched, words
systematically destroyed, and obedience to the will of the Party enforced at the point of a
gun, Huxley envisioned a different future in which serfdom inflicts not pain but pleasure,
where truth is drowned in a “sea of irrelevance,” thought rendered unnecessary,
seriousness trivialized, and the government’s control over every individual “achieved by
systematic reinforcement of desirable behavior.”4 There is no need to censor truth in the
society Huxley envisions, because people will have lost their thirst for it.
Since Jefferson’s time, some have considered it simply axiomatic that a free press
would keep the public informed, and therefore free. Regarding themselves as the Fourth
Branch of Government, some journalists have even made us such promises, from Walter
Cronkite’s “That’s the way it is” to NBC’s classic slogan “All you need to know.” But
do today’s press and other news media truly live up their reputation as watchdogs of
democracy, fulfilling Jefferson’s ideal of keeping the people safe with information? To
what extent does news coverage keep the public well educated, giving American citizens
the information they need to make informed decisions about serious issues and the
leaders who will confront them? Is it even realistic to expect the news to provide an
adequate amount of such information? On the other hand, and more darkly perhaps, to
what extent is the news “concerned in the main neither with the true nor the false,” in
Huxley’s words, “but with the unreal, the more or less totally irrelevant,” specially
packaged to pique “man's almost infinite appetite for distractions?” To address these
questions, this research project will examine news coverage of the 2008 Presidential
Election, focusing first on The New York Times and the Washington Post, and then on
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general news coverage of specific phases and events of the presidential campaign, with
special attention to the coverage of the televised debates.

The Nature of News and Its Limits
Back in 1988, legendary newsman Tom Brokaw said of his profession: “We’re not a
consistent business. This is not a mathematical formula in which we’re engaged. You
know, journalism is a reflection of the passions of the day. It’s a reflection of the change
that occurs.”5 Twenty years later, a few days before the historic election of Barack
Obama, it was made exceedingly clear on PBS that such “passions of the day” journalism
had failed to inform even Tom Brokaw, as both he and host Charley Rose lamented their
own ignorance of who Obama really was:
BROKAW: We don't know a lot about Barack Obama and the universe of
his thinking about foreign policy. China has been not examined at all.
ROSE: At all.
BROKAW: Which is astonishing.
[…]
ROSE: I don't know what Barack Obama's worldview is. I really don’t
know.
BROKAW: No, no, I don't either.6

How had journalism failed to inform even the journalists, especially those like Tom
Brokaw? It does not help that we are already a culture whose information, ideas and
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epistemology are given form not by the printed word but by television, as Neil Postman
observes in Amusing Ourselves to Death.7 His central argument is that ideas and facts
thrive only in discourse governed by the principles of language, not in the discourse of
television, where “its form works against the content.”8 “In a culture dominated by
print,” Postman explains, “public discourse tends to be characterized by a coherent,
orderly arrangement of facts and ideas. The public for whom it is intended is generally
competent to manage such discourse.”9 Back in the age of typography, during the rule of
the written word, there prevailed among Americans the mode of thinking called
exposition, which Postman defines as “a sophisticated ability to think conceptually,
deductively and sequentially; a high valuation of reason and order; an abhorrence of
contradiction; a large capacity for detachment and objectivity; and a tolerance for delayed
response.”10
But changes in media ultimately changed the character of public discourse. The
arrival of the telegraph not only made the transfer of information faster and easier, but it
created its own definition of information, introducing “on a large scale irrelevance,
impotence, and incoherence.”11 As Postman writes,

“Its language was the language of headlines - sensational, fragmented,
impersonal. News took the form of slogans, to be noted with excitement,
to be forgotten with dispatch. Its language was also entirely discontinuous.
One message had no connection to that which preceded or followed it.
Each ‘headline’ stood alone as its own context… ‘Knowing’ the facts took
on a new meaning, for it did not imply that one understood implications,
background, or connections. Telegraphic discourse permitted no time for
historical perspectives and gave no priority to the qualitative. To the
telegraph, intelligence meant knowing of lots of things, not knowing about
them.”12
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This telegraphic discourse eventually gave way to the far more irrelevant, incoherent,
and decontextualized discourse of television, of which entertainment was the supraideology.13 And the nature of news was changed forever. Now subject to the
epistemological biases of the television, where discourse is conducted in images, not
words, news was not only fragmented but “without context, without consequences,
without value, and therefore without essential seriousness; that is to say, news as pure
entertainment.”14
When writing Amusing Ourselves to Death in 1985, Postman was, for the most part,
criticizing the kind of news coming from our television screens. As our culture was—and
still is, for the most part a television culture, Postman’s observations about television
news were disconcerting enough. Postman would surely find the situation worse today,
however, as the problems of television news have intensified with the advent of the 24hour cable news cycle. The Internet—our favorite new source of amusement, with
instant entertainment right at our fingertips—has brought us online news no less
decontextualized, incoherent, and sensationalized than the kind of television news
Postman lamented. And print journalism, which even Tom Brokaw has said will be dead
within 10 years, increasingly follows the “news” agenda set by television and the
Internet.
Postman does not maintain the existence of some conspiracy bent on distracting
citizens, nor does he claim that television producers are malevolently depriving citizens
of information. Television is merely “creating a species of information that might
properly be called disinformation,” he writes. “Disinformation does not mean false
information. It means misleading information – misplaced, irrelevant, fragmented, or
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superficial information – information that creates the illusion of knowing something but
which in fact leads one away from knowing.” As he concludes, the “end result is to
deprive Americans of a coherent, contextual understanding of their world.”15
And as Walter Lippmann contends in his 1922 book Public Opinion, our world is
difficult enough to understand. “The world that we have to deal with politically is out of
reach, out of sight, out of mind,” he writes. “It has to be explored, reported, and
imagined.”16 Man never acts on direct and certain knowledge, “but on pictures made by
himself or given to him.”17 We operate in our small worlds, and yet we have opinions on
almost everything in the universe, things that we have never known nor experienced.
According to Lippmann, “In putting together our public opinions, not only do we have to
picture more space than we can see with our eyes, and more time than we can feel, but we
have to describe and judge more people, more actions, more things than we can ever
count, or vividly imagine. We have to summarize and generalize. We have to pick out
samples, and treat them as typical.”18
We are creatures severely limited in our knowledge and understanding of our
complex world. So we expect the press to perceive what we cannot. “Universally it is
admitted that the press is the chief means of contact with the unseen environment,” writes
Lippmann. “And practically everywhere it is assumed that the press should do
spontaneously for us what primitive democracy imagined each of us could do
spontaneously for himself, that every day and twice a day it will present us with a true
picture of all the outer world in which we are interested.” 19
Lippmann contends that the public expects “the newspaper to serve us with truth
however unprofitable the truth may be.”20 But in order to keep readers and thus preserve
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its own existence, a newspaper’s chief function is to secure and maintain the reader’s
attention. The press “is bound to respect the point of view of the buying public,”
Lippmann writes. “It is for this buying public that newspapers are edited and published,
for without that support the newspapers cannot live.”21 And because more readers equal
higher profits from advertisers, many newspapers in Lippmann’s time tried to appeal to
the widest possible audience, producing stories that would absorb the reader’s attention
for as long as it took him either to feel fully informed or to merely lose interest. It was up
to the editor to personally decide what it is the paper’s readers will read, how long it will
be, and in what light it should be cast. Today, for all the talk about objectivity, what is
printed in the newspaper really comes down to the professional judgment of the editor
who prints it, a taste of what he feels the audience wants to know. Whether that is the
living truth or something else entirely is up to his personal judgment.
By its very nature, the press functions not to give the public truth but to report the
news, which is what is new, what is unusual, what is sensational. The news tells the story
of how today is different from yesterday, which does not begin to encompass everything
the average person needs to know in order to formulate an informed opinion. Such a
knowledge cannot be daily fit into the journalist’s “who-what-when-where-why-how”
paradigm for telling a story that will attract and maintain readers. And because the
journalist is under the constant pressure of keeping readers interested, as well as the
pressures of both space and time, he will naturally prefer, as Lippmann says, “the
indisputable fact and the easy interest.”22 Moreover, according to Lippmann, “The
function of news is to signalize an event, the function of the truth is to bring to light the
hidden facts, to set them into relation with each other, and make a picture of reality on
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which men can act.”23 Therefore, we cannot expect a mere human institution like the
press to paint a complete and accurate picture of the world beyond our reach, to fill in the
blanks of what we do not know and create public opinion in accordance with the living
truth. The world is simply too big and complex, the reporters too few, the nature of news
too limited. To quote Lippmann again:

The press is too frail to carry the whole burden of popular sovereignty, to
supply spontaneously the truth which democrats hoped was inborn. And
when we expect it to supply such a body of truth we employ a misleading
standard of judgment. We misunderstand the limited nature of news, the
illimitable complexity of society; we overestimate our own endurance,
public spirit, and all-round competence. We suppose an appetite for
uninteresting truths which is not discovered by any honest analysis of our
own tastes.24
And yet, we think the press will tell us everything we need to know. Blind to the
limitations of what the news can tell us, we regard the newspaper as what Richard
Weaver called “a man-made cosmos of the world of events around us at the time.”25 But
even in Weaver’s view, the newspaper does little to promote an accurate picture of that
world of events. In Ideas Have Consequences, Weaver observes that the newspaper’s
“technique of display… does more of the average man’s thinking for him than he
suspects.” The stereotyping of whole phrases serves to “evoke stock responses of
approbation or disapprobation,” rather than to encourage reflection.26
Moreover, the pressure to hold attention causes newspapers to distort the truth
outright. Newspapers exaggerate and color by necessity, Weaver writes, because they
“thrive on friction and conflict.”
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One has only to survey the headlines of some popular journal… to note
the kind of thing which is considered news. Behind the big story there
nearly always lies a battle of some sort. Conflict, after all, is the essence of
drama, and it is a truism that newspapers deliberately start and prolong
quarrels; by allegation, by artful quotation, by the accentuation of
unimportant differences, they create antagonism where none was felt to
exist before. And this is profitable practically, for the opportunity to
dramatize a fight is an opportunity for news. Journalism, on the whole, is
glad to see a quarrel start and sorry to see it end.27
In 1963, Executive producer of NBC Evening News Reuven Frank sent his staff a
memo that is a profound testament to this fixation on dramatized conflict. As he
instructed,
Every news story should, without any sacrifice of probity or responsibility,
display the attributes of fiction, of drama. It should have structure and
conflict, problem and denouement, rising action and falling action, a
beginning, a middle, and an end. These are not only the essentials of
drama; they are the essence of narrative.28
And why not drama? Postman would say that in-depth, critical analysis of public
policy and political ideas is virtually impossible on television, not merely because of the
natural limits of the medium itself, but because of the rules of show business, to which
television programming is forever subject.
“Television is show business. Television news is part of show business,” says news
veteran Av Westin, former executive producer of ABC’s 20/20. “As long as show
business techniques can be used to convey information without distorting it,
I believe it is perfectly all right. As a ‘show,’ a television news program
requires pacing and style. Pacing, in my view, means letting the audience
breathe a little between periods of high and intense excitement. A vivid
pictoral report of battle action should be followed by an interlude of less
exciting material. … Pacing can be achieved in a number of ways. The
length of time on the air for (the anchorman) is one way. The length of
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time for the film and videotape reports is another. The frequency of
switches from one man to another or from one film to another creates the
sense of forward movement or pace. In my view, the audience has a very
short attention span and it welcomes the change…. The result is that the
audience never gets bored or finds its attention span taxed.29
Regardless of the big story of the day, television news shows today are packaged for
maximum entertainment value. Every news show starts and ends with theme music.
There is constant movement from story to story, so as to keep up with viewers’ attention
spans. Visually stimulating computer graphics make already sensational headlines even
flashier. And every show is anchored by men and women with attractive faces, perfect
hairstyles and pleasant sounding voices, paid big bucks not as much to read the news as
they are to look and sound good reading it.
Since the time of Postman’s writing, cable channels have expanded television news
into 24-hours a day, 7 days a week coverage. One might think that this has provided a
more complete picture of the world beyond our reach, as more airtime equals more news
coverage, which might be thought to equal more informed viewers. But this is not the
case. Indeed, what had been a half-hour problem has now become what Postman might
have called a much worse 24-hour problem. Now more than ever, television news is
packaged as entertainment, and entertainers act as our newsmen. On cable news,
increasingly a kind of pulpit for bullies, Bill O’Reilly and Keith Olbermann have the
highest-rated programs on their respective cable channels precisely because they are
entertaining. And when it comes to what is entertaining for the average person, the loud
opinionated rant beats the still, small voice of objective discourse every time. A popular
formula for cable news programs is to feature someone on the left side of the screen
debating someone on the right. As demanded by the rules of show business, this is more
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dramatized conflict than actual debate. An example of this formula is CNN’s nowcancelled Crossfire, the long-running daily political show admittedly about “Red vs.
Blue, right vs. left, black vs. white.” During the course of its run, people tuned in not to
witness an intelligent exchange of ideas, but to see a good fight. And on television,
winning the fight most always depends on being the sharpest, the quickest, and the
loudest. It is an arena where voices compete, and ideas lose.
Meanwhile, news programs are punctuated by news flashes reporting the latest
breaking news. Whether the news flash concerns the war or a Hollywood celebrity’s drug
problem, the sense of urgency is the same. When viewers see the animated graphic
“News Alert” and hear the accompanying musical flourish, the tendency, of course, is for
a viewer to watch with greater anticipation. And yet they will never be too alarmed,
because the average viewer cannot be too alarmed when a news flash about the war is
treated as seriously as a news flash about Hollywood.
David Hnatiuk, a former Fox Music Supervisor credited with the creation of the “Fox
News Alert,” offers a revealing look at the news flash: “We were striving to accomplish a
sense of urgency,” he said. “Urgency in the sense that what was about to be delivered
after the Fox News Alert was very important. Specifically Columbine. And all the other
important news stories of that time. But now… I find it interesting that I’ve seen the Fox
News Alert used for stories like “Bennifer,” [Jennifer Lopez] and Ben [Affleck’s]
relationship.”30 Trivial news has been raised to the same level of importance as other
news, so that in the eyes and ears of the viewer, all things are trivial.
This problem with television news in our time is the same problem Richard Weaver
had with radio news in his:
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In our listening, voluntary or not, we are made to grow accustomed to the
weirdest of juxtapositions: the serious and the trivial, the comic and the
tragic, follow one another in mechanical sequence without real transition.
During the recent war [WWII] what person of feeling was not struck by
the insanity of hearing advertisements for laxatives between
announcements of the destruction of famous cities by aerial
bombardment? Is it not a travesty of all sense to hear reports fraught with
disaster followed by the comedy-variety with its cheap wit and arranged
applause.”31
In the end, Weaver argues, the claim that the press and other news media keep people
well-informed turns out to be misleading. “If one merely thinks of facts and of vivid
sensations, the claim has some foundation,” he writes, “but if he thinks of encouragement
to meditation, the contrary rather is true. For by keeping the time element continuously
present – and one may recall Henry James’s description of journalism as criticism of the
moment at the moment – they discourage composition and so promote the fragmentation
already reviewed.”32
To what extent today does news coverage succeed in keeping the public well
informed? This is one of the main questions this paper seeks to address in its examination
of 2008 Presidential Election news coverage. Chapter One will critically examine
election articles appearing on the front pages of The New York Times and the Washington
Post, investigating whether or not these newspapers of record chose to focus on both the
issues at stake and the candidate’s proposed policies. Chapter Two will survey some of
the more trivial news coverage of the presidential campaign, news that could be said to
contribute to the “sea of irrelevance” threatening to drown out the truth. Chapter Three
will analyze coverage of the televised presidential debates, focusing on the Vice
Presidential encounter, the most-watched and most-covered of the debates. Finally,
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Chapter Four will examine the language and rhetoric of election coverage by The New
York Times and Washington Post, using, as a context for discussion, George Orwell’s
essay “Politics and the English Language.”
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Chapter One

Not Just the Facts
Every newspaper when it reaches the reader is the result of a whole series
of selections as to what items shall be printed, in what position they shall
be printed, how much space each shall occupy, what emphasis each shall
have. There are no objective standards here. There are conventions.1
Walter Lippmann

In his 1983 book Over the Wire and on TV, political scientist Michael Robinson
notes, “No systematic study of any national medium has ever uncovered a campaign in
which the modern press, during the course of an election year, emphasized anything more
heavily than it emphasized the ‘horse race.’”2 In his 1994 book Out of Order, political
scientist Thomas Patterson found that in forty-two years, the “horse race”-oriented
election stories on the front page of The New York Times had steadily increased from less
than 50 percent in 1960 to more than 80 percent in 1992, so that strategy stories
outnumbered issues stories about 4 to 1.3 Analyzing the 2008 election coverage of two
major newspapers of record, my study has found that the “horse race” still finishes first,
and by a startling margin.
This chapter discusses in some detail the election coverage on the front pages of The
New York Times, considered the national newspaper of record, and the Washington Post,
the newspaper of record on American politics, examining every front-page election story
published during the period of August 29, 2008 – a few days before the official start of
the general election – to November 4, 2008. The findings of my study, which are
discussed in more depth below, are that in their front page coverage of the 2008
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presidential campaign, both The New York Times and the Washington Post focused
chiefly on the contest of the presidential race, ultimately trivializing policy issues and
questions of the candidates’ qualifications for presidential leadership.
While the economy did feature heavily in news coverage as the dominant issue of the
campaign, issues were of only secondary interest to a press more preoccupied with the
presidential campaign’s contestual and strategic aspects, denominated here as the
“game.” (See Tables 1.1 and 1.2. on following page.) Predominating news coverage
were the campaigns’ tactics and strategies, the candidates’ performances and the
effectiveness thereof, opinion polls indicating the candidates’ standings in the race, and
simple campaign mechanics such as fundraising, candidate travels, and rallies. As far as
this game-centered and drama-focused news coverage was concerned, the issue of the
economy was merely the backdrop to the more exciting action on stage.
The prevailing narrative of the 2008 Presidential Election coverage on the front pages
of The New York Times and the Washington Post focused generally on who was winning,
who was losing, and why. Many stories focused on merely the horse race of the election
and the candidates’ standings in the race, as indicated by the latest opinion polls that
would themselves serve as the centerpieces for such stories. Indeed, quite a few frontpage stories reported entirely on the latest polls and analyzed what the numbers meant for
the candidates’ respective chances of victory.4 Many other articles reported on what each
campaign was doing to win, namely, the strategies employed by each campaign in the
race for the White House. “McCain Plans Fiercer Strategy Against Obama”5 by the
Washington Post and “Obama Plans Sharper Tone as Party Frets”6 by The New York
Times are merely two examples of this kind of reporting.
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* Note: The Game category encompasses news stories on strategy, poll results, campaign tactics,
fundraising, candidate performance, and the horse race in general. The Policy category
encompasses news stories on policy issues and the candidates’ requisite qualifications for
leadership. The Other category encompasses any story not directly related to either the Game or
the Policy schemas, such as human interest stories on the candidates’ families and background, or
stories on the voters themselves.
In the course of coding each story, there were a few instances in which game reporting and issues
reporting overlapped, as might be expected. Stories were therefore placed in the above categories
according to their overall or prevailing narrative framework. (For example: a story largely about
policy differences between the candidates included some reporting on campaign strategy would
have been placed in the Policy category.)

In such game-focused coverage, issues such as the economy were treated more or less
as hurdles in each candidates’ course towards victory, the press commentating in the vein
of sports announcers on what each campaign was doing to overcome such hurdles. For
instance, while the Times’ story “McCain Laboring to Hit Right Note on the Economy”
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was about the economy, it was principally a story about McCain’s campaign strategy to
appeal to voters worried about the economy.7
Especially emphasized in this coverage of strategy was each campaign’s game plan
for success in so-called “battleground states,” whose electoral votes could swing to either
presidential candidate. This made for such stories as the Times’ “Economic Unrest Shifts
Electoral Battlegrounds”8 and the Post’s “Hard-Fought Battle in Hard-Hit Ohio”9 – both
stories, once again, in which the economy served as a backdrop to what the press
preferred to cover, the more exciting horse race.
The New York Times’ coverage of McCain choosing Alaska Governor Sarah Palin as
his running mate offers further compelling evidence of this over-emphasis on the game of
the presidential race. One of the Times’ first front page stories on Palin, “McCain
Chooses Palin as Running Mate,” was, for the most part, a story introducing Palin to
readers, taking care to outline in brief detail her stands on several issues. But even in
what could pass as a descriptive story on the candidate’s stand on the issues, an apparent
proclivity for interpretive and speculative reporting ultimately took over, and the focus of
the story moved to the strategy and political impact of McCain’s choice. As the story
went on to report, while some viewed Palin’s candidacy as a “welcome step” and
something that would energize many conservative voters, “It was far from clear…
whether adding a woman to the ticket would persuade Clinton supporters to come over to
the Republicans.”10 This speculative and strategy-focused approach was even more
evident in the other front-page stories covering Palin during this time, captured here in
the following excerpts (italics mine):
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“The selection of Gov. Sarah Palin of Alaska proved quintessentially McCain -daring, hazardous and defiantly off-message. He demonstrated that he would not
get boxed in by convention as he sought to put a woman next in line to the
presidency for the first time. Yet in making such an unabashed bid for supporters
of Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton, he risked undercutting his central case
against Senator Barack Obama…. Her personal narrative as a working mother
raising five children, including an infant with Down syndrome, with a husband
who belongs to a union, might prove attractive to working-class voters in swing
states who have been suspicious of Mr. Obama.”11

“The McCain campaign has spent months trying to shore up support among
religious conservatives, who have long viewed him as a nemesis… The mood of
the party’s conservative base may play a pivotal role for Mr. McCain in the fall
election, in part because his campaign lags far behind his Democratic opponent,
Senator Barack Obama, in assembling paid staff and building get-out-the-vote
operations in swing states like Michigan, Missouri, Ohio and Pennsylvania,
Republican officials in those states say.”12

“The choice is playing out in complicated ways, judging from interviews with
dozens of women nationwide…How it plays out depends on what voters learn
about Ms. Palin, 44, in the two months before Election Day, and how she
performs.”13

Thomas Patterson has found that from 1960 to 1992, “the proportion of interpretive
election reports on the front page of The New York Times increased tenfold, from 8
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percent to 80 percent.” This interpretive style of reporting, as Patterson argues, “greatly
increases the reporter’s influence on election news. Campaign coverage is always a
mixture of straight reporting of what the candidates say, investigative reporting of the
candidates’ backgrounds and of issues, and analysis of the campaign situation. As a
consequence of the trend toward interpretive reporting, the analyst’s role has come to
overshadow the rest.” The Appendix of this paper (p. 69) features a post-debate “News
Analysis” article by The New York Times that revealingly demonstrates the extent to
which the interpretive style suffused the typical 2008 election story.
Analysis of candidate performances, especially in debate, accounted for roughly a
fourth of “game” coverage. Performances were evaluated on the basis of image, style,
voter appeal, and debate strategy. While debate coverage involving candidate
performance analysis will be examined in more depth later in Part Three of this paper, the
following will briefly discuss examples of this performance analysis as it appeared on the
front pages of The New York Times.
On September 22, 2008 – four days before the first debate between Sens. Barack
Obama and John McCain – The New York Times ran two front page articles – one on
Obama’s debating style and one on McCain’s. The story on Obama focused on his chief
strengths – “his facility with words, his wry detachment, his reasoning skills, his youthful
cool” – and how they could pose vulnerabilities for him in the coming debates. Tending
to “overintellectualize and lecture,” Obama’s challenge was to connect with “audiences
[who] seem to crave passion and personality,” the Times noted.14 The story on McCain
described him as “a scrappy combatant [with] the instincts of an attack pilot, prepared to
take out his opponent and willing to take risks to do so.” Moreover, the article continued,
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McCain is an “aggressive competitor who scolds his opponents, grins when he scores and
is handy with the rhetorical shiv.”15
While the pre-debate coverage of The New York Times tried to inform readers on
what to expect and watch for, the Times’ post-debate coverage was focused mainly on
how the candidates performed relative to the expectations set by the press. Style and
image were especially emphasized in this coverage of the candidates’ performance. The
day after the first debate, the Times’ front page story “The TV Watch – Beyond Ideology,
a Generational Clash” examined the debate not as a confrontation of ideas but as a
generational collision. “At times it looked almost like a dramatic rendition of Freudian
family tension,” reported the Times, imagining McCain as “an older patriarch frustrated
and even cranky when challenged by a would-be successor to the family business who
thinks he can run it better.” The rest of the story focused on the candidates as the camera
cast them on stage, critiquing them based on the values of television: how they looked,
how they sounded, and how they came off. The following excerpts are brief highlights
from the story:
When Mr. Obama was speaking, Mr. McCain was at times fidgety,
grinning awkwardly and shifting from foot to foot.
Mr. Obama was calm, still, poised and more businesslike than personable.
He was trying to be like John F. Kennedy talking about the space race, but
he often sounded like a technocrat.
He wore a dark suit and a flag lapel pin, and chose to focus on appearing
steady and serious-minded and so ready to be president that he at one
point sounded as if he already were…
Over all, Mr. McCain was more charming and more colloquial, but his
speaking style was at times choppy.
And when [McCain] disagreed with Mr. Obama, he had a scolding tone.
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Mr. Obama was not particularly warm or amusing; at times he was stiff
and almost pedantic. But all he had to do was look presidential, and that
was not such a stretch. 16

This “style over substance” approach towards evaluating the candidates’ debate
performances was by no means the exception to the rule for news coverage. As will be
discussed later in Chapter Three, evaluating candidates based on the theatrics of their
television performances tended to be the rule, whereas evaluations based on the
candidates’ ideas, arguments and coherence tended to be the rare exception.
The press’s fixation on the game of the presidential race was so prevailing that news
coverage of the issues, the candidates’ policy differences and their qualifications for
leadership accounted for only a small portion of total news coverage. The New York
Times carried an “If Elected…” series of stories primarily dedicated to, as the Times put
it, “examining how the presidential candidates would handle the issues they would
confront as president.” The stories were, for the most part, substantive and offered indepth insights into the candidates’ positions on a variety of issues, including the financial
crisis, the Iraq war and gay marriage. However, out of the one hundred total front-page
Times stories analyzed for this study, this “If Elected…” series added up to only five
front-page stories.17 Of course, there were other stories comprising the Times’ issue
coverage, but as noted in Table 1.1, such coverage accounted for only 17% of the total
front page coverage. The Washington Post’s issues coverage was similarly scarce,
inasmuch as only 19% of the ninety-one front page stories surveyed were dedicated
primarily to the candidates’ policy positions, records and qualifications.
Observing the same scarcity of issues coverage in previous campaigns, Thomas
Patterson has argued that this is the case because the game, once viewed as the means, is
now the end, “while policy problems, issues, and the like are mere tokens in the struggle
for the presidency.” 18 Similarly, Michael Robinson wrote in 1983 that while the press
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has reported on who is winning and losing for nearly a century, today’s news is
distinguished by a “far deeper and more troubling phenomenon. The strategic game is
embedded in virtually every aspect of election news, dominating and driving it. The
game sets the context, even when issues are the subject of analysis. The game, once the
backdrop in news of the campaign, is now so pervasive that it is almost inseparable from
the rest of election content.”
And as it happens, this content analysis of front-page election stories bears out these
claims. Though democratic theorists urge that the press should educate voters on the
issues and how the candidates would confront them, the issues coverage by the
Washington Post and The New York Times clearly took a back seat to reporting on the
game of the presidential race. Even in the stories coded as issues-oriented, the strategic
game was present, setting the context. For instance, the Washington Post’s issuesoriented debate story “A Hard-Hitting Final Round” set this strategic context in both its
headline and its first sentence: “Seeking to recapture the momentum in the presidential
race, John McCain…”
This over-emphasis on the game of the presidential campaign might easily be
attributed to the severely limited nature of news. Robinson writes that “objective
journalism has, for a century and a half, defined news as events, as happenings. ‘Horse
races’ happen; ‘horse races’ are themselves filled with specific actions. Policy issues, on
the other hand, do not happen; they merely exist. Substance has no events; issues
generally remain static. So policy issues, or substance, have been traditionally defined as
outside the orbit of real news.”19 It is not that the horse race is manifestly more
interesting – though it very well may be – only that the issues and ideas of the campaign
are far more difficult for the press to translate into the traditional paradigm for telling an
appealing dramatic news story: who did what to whom, when, where, why and how.
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Chapter Two

News as Distraction: Lip-sticking It to the Issues
If you study the [news]… you will find, very often, that the issues are
rarely in the headlines, barely in the leading paragraphs, and sometimes
not even mentioned anywhere. …The routine of the news works that
way… The news is an account of the overt phases that are interesting, and
the pressure on the [journalist] to adhere to this routine comes from many
sides.1
Walter Lippmann

“Journalism,” Tom Rosentiel and Bill Kovack write in their book Elements of
Journalism, “provides something unique to a culture – independent, reliable, accurate,
and comprehensive information that citizens require to be free. A journalism that is asked
to provide something other than that subverts democratic culture.”2 Rosentiel and
Kovack are speaking of journalism in principle but certainly not, as can be readily
observed, in current practice, as so much of journalism today finds it hard to resist
providing independent, reliable, accurate, and comprehensive information that citizens
hardly require to be free, information, in fact, that leads citizens away from all matters
relevant to the preservation of freedom. Case in point: the stories in late October 2008 on
Sarah Palin’s wardrobe. Of course, one might concede that such stories were a.)
independent, in that the journalists reporting on Palin’s wardrobe courageously resisted
the pressure to drop the story for something more worthwhile; b.) reliable, in that the
information was leaked from Palin’s aides, the veritable Deep-Throats of our time; c.)
accurate, in that it really was – however unbelievable – a ghastly $150,000 that was spent
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on Mrs. Palin’s wardrobe; and d.) comprehensive, in that The New York Times is, as of
this writing, still concerned over it. But the information itself – Sarah Palin’s wardrobe
costing $150,000 – is certainly not the kind of information that citizens require to be free,
so we must conclude that because it is “something other than that,” according to
Rosentiel and Kovak’s logic, it therefore “subverts democratic culture.”
As already discussed, the 2008 election news did not function wholly to provide us
with the information we need to make the most informed decisions about our nation’s
leaders, inasmuch as the limited nature of news is to provide not the best information
about the presidential candidates but the story about the candidates that will best capture
our attention. If anything, the 2008 Presidential Campaign illustrated that what is to the
citizen the most important choice he can make – choosing the nation’s head of state – is
to the journalist merely an opportunity for a good news story.

All the President’s Newsmen

The power of the press in America is a primordial one. It sets the agenda
of public discussion… It determines what people will talk and think about
– an authority that in other nations is reserved for tyrants, priests, parties
and mandarins.
Theodore White

America’s most visited news website Drudge Report, run by the man Politico’s John
F. Harris and Time Magazine’s Mark Halperin call the “Walter Cronkite of his era” for
his ability to single-handedly drive the news agenda, is forever seeking to break the next
big story. A self-described “untrained D student who happened to get lucky, …[who]
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now has the ability to shout down the street, ‘Extra, Extra, This Just In,’" Matt Drudge
has described his philosophy of journalism thus: “[The news] has to raise my whiskers. It
has to be a good headline. I'm a sucker for a good story. I go where the stink is. I'm a
partisan for news.”3
And this philosophy has served him well, as many experts in mass media and politics
have noted the tremendous influence he wields over public opinion. NBC’s Brian
Williams has said that the Drudge Report is “America’s bulletin board, and much more
than that.”4 During the 2008 GOP primary, Mitt Romney’s campaign press secretary
Kevin Madden said that Drudge “serves as an assignment editor for the national press
corps. If he has a story up, you know the cable networks are going to cover it all day.”5
As Rudy Giuliani’s former communications director Katie Levinson put it, “The Drudge
Report has become the must-read for TV anchors and radio personalities before they go
on air, for bookers sorting out what's 'newsy' in a non-stop news cycle, and for political
candidates looking to avoid getting blindsided by the press.”6
As Mark Halperin told ABC News, “If Drudge says something, it may not lead
everybody instantly in the same direction, but it gets people thinking about what Matt
Drudge wants them to think about.”7 And what is it Matt Drudge wants people to think
about? “Matt Drudge is not doing stories on policy, on welfare, on healthcare. He's doing
stories on the most salacious aspects of American politics,” Halperin says. “When that
drives the dialogue, that's where the country heads, that's where our political coverage
heads.”8
And when it comes to political coverage, Drudge is not too serious about seriousness,
especially given his view, “Politics is as Important as Hollywood. Is as Important as
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Science.” To Drudge, politics is only as newsworthy as it is interesting. As important as
some things may be to a citizen’s life in a democracy, they are not worthy of coverage
unless they capture people’s attention. As such, Drudge is especially interested in
politicians who are “good copy;” that is, politicians who make for an interesting news
story or headline. “Bush is not good copy," Matt Drudge said back in early 2001. “But
his daughters might be… I say this as a conservative: Bush is so completely boring.
There just aren't any angles there whatsoever. Between Bush and Al Gore, there's
probably not much of a difference. At least not yet. Gore would've probably given a little
better copy.”9 Though many would say that the ideological differences between Bush and
Gore are manifold, Drudge evidently sees politicians only for their capacity to generate a
good story.
This was undoubtedly the reason for Drudge’s interest in Hillary Clinton early in the
primary campaigns for the 2008 presidential race, when the so-called “icon of the right”
seemed “obsessed with making Hillary Clinton our next president,” as Philip Weiss put it
in New York Magazine. On his radio show in May 2007, Drudge expressed “genuine
concern” for Clinton when she began coughing in the middle of a speech, saying,
“Hillary, dear, take care of yourself. We need you. I need you personally…” Later on in
the show, Drudge told his listeners, “I need Hillary Clinton. You don’t get it. I need to be
part of her world. That’s my bank.”10
Later in the primary season of the 2008 election, however, Drudge noticeably
switched allegiances to Senator Barack Obama, giving the candidate increasingly
favorable coverage on his website. “It’s clear to us that Barack Obama has won the
Drudge Primary, and it's one of the most important primaries in this process,” a senior
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aide to Hillary Clinton told Politico. Why the change of allegiance? Undoubtedly, Obama
was the better story. As one person who knows Drudge told Politico, “I think he is
fatigued by Clinton, I think he is invigorated by Obama… He would say that the Obama
story is new. If you’re somebody who does what he does, you get really sick of the same
stories.”11
Other internet news websites, newspapers, and cable news are likewise driven by the
need to give readers good stories about our politicians, especially those hoping to be
president. Just as averse to telling “the same stories” as Matt Drudge is, these news media
practice for the most part what Matt Drudge preaches, naturally seeking to tell the story
that will most effectively absorb the attention of their audience. And the more important
stories that attract attention are served up with the less important stories just as
interesting, so that news itself becomes a collection of random snapshots of the passing
cultural scene. A report on a new tax plan becomes just another story, to be digested
along with other stories on Hollywood and the latest scientific breakthroughs. If one
accepts Huxley’s claim that man’s appetite for distractions is “almost infinite,” it is easy
to imagine that the pressure for the news to keep the audience attentive has led to some
especially irrelevant and trivial political coverage.
On July 18, 2007 C-SPAN2 was broadcasting footage of Hillary Clinton on the
Senate floor giving a speech on the exorbitant cost of higher education. When the
Washington Post covered the speech a few days later, the story focused not at all on what
Senator Clinton was saying, but on what Senator Clinton was wearing – or, more
significantly to the Post, “revealing.” In an article with the headline “Hillary Clinton's
Tentative Dip Into New Neckline Territory,” the Post reported that in the midst of the
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“aesthetically” conservative environment of Congress, there was a startling display of
cleavage from Senator Clinton. “She was wearing a rose-colored blazer over a black top.
The neckline sat low on her chest and had a subtle V-shape. The cleavage registered after
only a quick glance. No scrunch-faced scrutiny was necessary. There wasn't an unseemly
amount of cleavage showing, but there it was. Undeniable.” The piece went on to talk
about Senator Clinton’s past fashion styles, after which it attempted to draw conclusions
about what this so-called cleavage display was supposed to “mean.” Out of the entire
746-word piece, only one 14-word sentence described the general content of Ms.
Clinton’s speech.12
On June 25, 2008 CNN’s Jeanne Moos did a story on the question: “Should the next
president of the United States know how to use a computer?” The report featured a video
clip of McCain admitting that he is a “(computer) illiterate that has to rely on my wife for
all of the assistance that I can get.” On the other hand, Barack Obama, a so-called
“BlackBerry fiend,” was reported to have a laptop he uses to talk to his daughters and
surf the web for “important information such as sports scores.” This is, of course, a far
cry from the apparent computer illiteracy of President Bush, Moos reported, who has
referred to the World Wide Web as “the Internets” and refers to “Google” as “the
Google.” At least McCain knows to leave off the “the,” Moos intoned, adding snidely, he
also “knows the difference between a laptop and a lap dance.”13
And then there are the stories generated by what our founding fathers would have
considered completely irrelevant poll questions. On July 2, 2008 the Associated Press
dedicated an entire news story to an Associated Press-Yahoo News poll finding that by
52 percent to 45 percent, “People would rather barbecue burgers with Barack Obama than
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with John McCain.”14 That same day, another AP story reported, “The public hasn't taken
to Michelle Obama yet, especially whites. And it's got a question about Cindy McCain:
Who is she?”15 So while the nation should have been evaluating presidential candidates
based on the substance of their ideas and qualifications, the Associated Press was
particularly interested in which presidential candidate we would invite to our summer
cookouts, and whether we would like his wife.

The Other No. 2: Joe Biden and the News

The fact that is most sensational to the reader is the fact that almost every
journalist will seek.16
Walter Lippmann

News is never about the trains that run on time, only the train wrecks. The same rule
applied more or less to the news coverage of Barack Obama’s running mate Senator
Joseph Biden during the general election campaign. Although he was easily the candidate
most accessible to the press, Biden was the candidate least covered. Apart from his time
in the spotlight during the week of the vice-presidential debate, Biden tended to make
news only when his “penchant for verbal rambling,” as The New York Times put it, got
him into trouble, feeding the endless news narrative framing Biden as Obama’s gaffeprone running mate. This coverage is especially significant as a compelling example of
news that functions only to distract.
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As the Times observed in a Sept. 19 story, “Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr. — the Other
Running Mate — has been absolutely butchering Senator John McCain across the Rust
Belt this week. It is not clear who has noticed.” While “running mates are second-fiddlers
by definition,” the Times reported, “the phenomenon of Ms. Palin has rendered [Biden]
something of a fourth or fifth fiddle,” now followed by “just a few national reporters.”17
Indeed, a study by the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism found
that Palin in her first month in the national spotlight – August 29 to September 28 – was
featured in 500 news stories, tying with John McCain as the No. 1 news maker, whereas
Biden was the focus of only 42 stories (8.4 % of Palin’s news coverage), tying the
insurance company AIG for sixth place as a lead news maker.18
CNN’s story “Biden Goes from Hot to Not since Palin Came Along” reported that
Sen. Biden “offers the most unfiltered contact with the media of any of the big four,”
citing one instance where Biden ambled to the back of his plane to talk to the “skeleton
crew” of reporters traveling with him, giving one journalist a 13 minute, 20 second
response to a question on Iraq. Unlike the throng of reporters covering the “endlessly
sequestered” Palin, the story reported, “The Biden press corps had more quotes than
could possibly be reported. And most of them weren't.”19
But if Biden’s quotes about the issues weren’t reported, the news never missed a beat
whenever Biden committed what the Times referred to as a “cringe-inducing gaffe”
embarrassing the Obama-Biden ticket. Among Biden’s verbal blunders to make the news,
to cite only a few, was the time he speculated at a rally that Barack Obama might have
been better off choosing Hillary Rodham Clinton as his running mate instead of himself;
the time during a campaign stop when he asked a wheelchair-bound paraplegic state
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senator to stand up and be recognized; the time he said that wealthy Americans had a
patriotic duty to pay higher taxes, a statement endlessly criticized by the McCain-Palin
campaign; the time when he told Katie Couric that his own campaign’s ad criticizing
McCain’s inability to use a computer was “terrible;” and the time when, in the same
interview with Couric, he remarked that when the stock markets crashed in 1929,
“Franklin Roosevelt got on the television and didn't just talk about the princes of greed.
He said, 'Look, here's what happened',” none of which could have occurred because the
stock market crashed before a.) FDR’s presidency and b.) the existence of television.
A study by the PEJ found that Biden was not only the least covered candidate but that
his coverage was also “among the most negative of any candidate studied.” Not counting
the week of his televised encounter with Palin, PEJ found, “48% of Biden stories carried
a clear negative tone. Another 35% were neutral or mixed. Just 17% were positive.”20
Biden’s coverage during the week of the vice-presidential debate was the only Biden
coverage that focused less on his gaffes and more on what was considered his strong
debate performance. Apart from that particular week of coverage, however, the rest of the
news about Biden, when there was news about Biden, was largely diversionary and
distracting.

When Pigs Have Lipstick

What's troubling is the gap between the magnitude of our challenges and
the smallness of our politics—the ease with which we are distracted by the
petty and trivial.21
Barack Obama
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The now-famous “Lipstick on a Pig” episode of the 2008 Presidential Campaign
began innocently enough. At a rally on September 9, 2008 Sen. Barack Obama attacked
Sen. John McCain’s claim that he would bring change to Washington, arguing that
McCain’s policies would just be more of “the same old thing.” “That’s not change,”
Obama told the crowd. “That’s just calling the same thing something different. You can
put lipstick on a pig – it’s still a pig. You can wrap an old fish in a piece of paper called
change, it’s still going to stink after eight years.”
Within minutes the McCain campaign responded and charged that Obama’s “lipstick
on a pig” remark was actually a sexist slur against Gov. Sarah Palin, inasmuch as it
clearly referred, they maintained, to her convention speech joke that the difference
between a hockey mom and a pit bull was lipstick. The quarrel thus begun, Obama’s
remarks – now cut into the decontextualized 11-word sound bite “You can put lipstick on
a pig – it’s still a pig” – became the focus of a frenzied debate that dominated news
coverage for the next 48 hours.
The Drudge Report helped kick off the news storm, posting as its top news item a
picture of Palin above the headline “Lipstick on a Pig, Still a Pig,” misleadingly
connecting Obama’s lipstick remark to Palin by sheer force of words-and-image
association. Meanwhile, MSNBC.com asked readers in a Live Poll, “Do you think Sen.
Barack Obama went too far with his 'lipstick on a pig' remark?” Putting it that way, of
course, the question presupposed that Obama intended to go anywhere at all with his
remark; and the possible responses “a. Yes, he has crossed the line this time,” “b. No, this
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is just part of the rough-and-tumble of political campaigning,” or “c. I don’t know” gave
readers participating in the poll no choice but to accept the presupposition.22
The Associated Press’s account of the story reported that the crowd attending
Obama’s speech responded to his lipstick remarks with an “outbreak of laughter, shouts
and raucous applause, clearly drawing a connection to Palin's joke even if it's not what
Obama meant.”23 While it’s not all that unusual for the press to jump from descriptive
storytelling to speculative interpretation, this particular story was distinguished for its
jump to outright mind-reading, reporting what the audience was thinking without citing
any empirical evidence.
The lipstick controversy was an instant hit on round-the-clock cable news coverage
and was the lead story on the network news programs. On CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360,
CNN Senior Political Analyst David Gergen called the lipstick remark “a foolish thing
for Barack Obama to say, because every night is precious for him…in terms of getting his
message out.” But the fact that Obama’s message was failing to get out was the fault of
the press, according to Mark Halperin of Time Magazine, a guest on Cooper’s program.
Arguing that giving the lipstick remark attention at all was “reducing Barack Obama’s
message even more,” Halperin contended that the lipstick story marked a “low point…of
our collective coverage of this campaign. To make – to spend even a minute on this
expression, I think, is amazing and outrageous.”24
But television news programs spent well over a minute on the expression. In fact,
CBS Evening News spent an entire five minutes reporting on the back and forth of the
“war of words” before it finally informed viewers that the whole thing was simply a
distortion, citing the “Fact” that “Obama had not mentioned Palin. He was focused on the
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central argument of his campaign - that McCain's policies would be no different than
President Bush’s.”25
To show just how big of a story it was on television, CNN’s Reliable Sources played
a video montage of clips from various newscasts, the transcript of which is excerpted
here for the purposes of this examination:

DAVID GREGORY (host, MSNBC's Race for the White House) [video
clip]: Tonight, lipstick madness.
ALAN COLMES (co-host, Fox News' Hannity & Colmes) [video clip]:
Top story tonight: pigs in lipstick.
WOLF BLITZER (host, CNN's The Situation Room) [video clip]:
Lipstick on a pig.
KATIE COURIC (anchor, CBS Evening News) [video clip]: That lipstick
comment -SEAN HANNITY (co-host, Fox News' Hannity & Colmes) [video clip]:
We've got this lipstick comment that we've been talking about all night.
BRIT HUME (co-host, Fox News' Special Report) [video clip]: The issue
of the day, today, all day: lipstick on a pig.
KYRA PHILLIPS (co-anchor, CNN Newsroom) [video clip]: Lipstick,
smears, pigs -HEATHER NAUERT (host, Fox News' America's Election HQ) [video
clip] The lipstick war.
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DIANE SAWYER (co-anchor, ABC's Good Morning America) [video
clip]: What do we call it? Lipstickgate, I guess.
STEVE MURPHY (Democratic strategist) [video clip]: They're all guilty
of, I guess, pig-ism here.
JAKE TAPPER (ABC News senior national correspondent) [video clip]:
Barack Obama today said that John McCain was cynically making up a
controversy about something that Obama simply never said.
BRIAN WILLIAMS (anchor, NBC Nightly News) [video clip]: If so
many know it's happening and the machinery behind it, how do things like
this still happen?26

Chris Matthews of MSNBC’s Hardball led off the September 10 edition of his
program this way: “We are going to spend most of tonight’s HARDBALL talking about
whether McCain is smearing Obama or whether, when he said lipstick on a pig, he really
was talking about Governor Palin.” But Matthews went on to issue a kind of advance
apology, making it clear that his program would be focusing on lipstick at the expense of
more important issues. He then promised later on to share his thoughts on “how, with a
troubled economy, crumbling bridges, rail and roads, a failing educational system, a war
that has now gone on for five years, and an uncertain American economic future, we are
sitting here talking about lipstick.” To hear Matthews tell it, he had no choice but to give
airtime to “the political news of this day which we have to cover this debate over
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lipstick.” This, however, didn’t stop Matthews from rightfully acknowledging the
“debate” as a sideshow. As he put it,

Suppose the energy crunch has grown to cripple the economy, we’re
moving product 20 years from now on old railroads and gas-guzzling
trucks, the air becomes clogged with pollution again from fossil fuels
because they’re all we have. India, China, Russia, Brazil are by then
grabbing and outbidding us for resources. Our failed education system has
cost us our innovative edge. We can’t compete. We might even have
fallen back to a second rate power, we Americans. And the young people
20 years from now, the older folks who can remember it, will look back at
this fateful election of 2008 that set the course for the century and see
videotapes of us arguing about lipstick. Lipstick.

Matthews went on to call the controversy an “insult to the intelligence of our
democracy,” arguing, “Our only escape from all this is to force ourselves against all the
distractions.” And yet, Matthews’s program did nothing to contribute to that effort, as the
topic was discussed for the majority of the broadcast.27
There were others covering the story who admitted the whole thing was merely a
distraction. Shephard Smith perhaps said it best on Fox News’ Studio B: “This is classic.
This isn't anything new. It's just, you know, 55 days before the election, you wonder:
How do we get back to something that matters?”28
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But the news is not necessarily about what matters. If anything, “Lipstickgate” was a
testament to the fact that news is first and foremost about what is interesting to a mass
audience, no matter how distracting or diversionary it may be.
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Chapter Three

The Debates: The Super Bowl of the Campaign’s Sport
and Spectacle
The press is no substitute for institutions. It is like the beam of a
searchlight that moves restlessly about, bringing one episode and then
another out of darkness into vision. Men cannot do the work of the world
by this light alone. They cannot govern society by episodes, incidents, and
interruptions.1
Walter Lippmann
Political debate is not, of course, like other forms of debate. It is not
primarily a dispassionate contest of logic, in which ideas are pitted against
each other to see which is most compelling. It is debate as political
combat, in which the contest of ideas is subordinate to the struggle for
dominance between the debaters.2
James Fallows

In our television culture, it is a vast understatement to say that a picture is worth a
thousand words; the picture is everything, the words worth little. This applies especially
to the news coverage of America’s presidential debates, as today’s televised debates are
more television than debate; that is, the debates are evaluated not for the substance of
what is said but for the image of what is seen. Whereas the legendary Lincoln-Douglas
debates were evaluated a century and a half ago for their language, their ideas, their logic,
and their arguments; television has subjected the modern presidential debate to its “form
over content” rule. Ever since an energetic, dazzling John F. Kennedy was seen to have
bested a perspiring, ill-looking Richard Nixon in the first ever televised presidential
debate, presidential contenders in debates have been evaluated largely on their television
performance – how they look, how they sound, how they feel, how they come off.
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After President George W. Bush and John Kerry met for their first televised debate,
the Washington Post reported that John Kerry “came off as more presidential than the
president” in what was “one of his best public performances ever… just lively enough,
just respectful enough to the president and yet aggressive enough to, at times, make Bush
appear confused by his own answers.” On the other hand, Bush “sounded plaintive and
anxious,” according to CBS News’ Bob Schieffer. The Post then noted that Fox News
Channel had used split-screens to show both candidates at the same time, allowing
viewers the opportunity to observe the “video demeanors” of Bush and Kerry – “Kerry
tall and statesmanlike, Bush shorter (though camera angles tried to even them out) and ill
at ease.”3
On the Sunday following the first Bush-Kerry debate, Ron Brownstein of the Los
Angeles Times told Tim Russert on “Meet the Press” that President Bush “looked like
someone who didn't like to be questioned. I mean, in the end, his demeanor is probably
going to decide this race.” Roger Simon of U.S. News & World Report agreed, saying
that Bush had “made it the scowl-and-growl debate,” adding, “These debates are about
performance. They are about theatrics…”4
Televised presidential debates have through the years become the center of much
speculation and hoopla in the news, serving as a sort of Super Bowl event to a press
overly preoccupied with the game of the presidential race. This part of the paper will
examine news coverage of the 2008 presidential debates. The first two sections will
discuss pre-debate and post-debate coverage generally, outlining major themes and citing
specific examples from the news. Having discussed in some detail news coverage of the
presidential debates as a whole, the third section will then examine as a case study the
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Vice Presidential Debate held on October 2, inasmuch as this encounter was the most
watched of the debates, easily the most anticipated, and certainly the one that generated
the most news coverage, according to the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence
in Journalism. Whereas the first, second, and third McCain-Obama meetings and their
accompanying media post-mortems generated 7%,5 17%,6 and 18%7 of the PEJ’s weekly
Campaign Coverage Index respectively, the events surrounding the Palin-Biden
encounter accounted for 52% of election coverage that week, the debate itself making up
45% of the newshole.8

Pre-debate News Coverage

The pre-debate news coverage of the 2008 presidential debates, like the other election
coverage studied in Part One, was overwhelmingly focused on the game of the
presidential race, namely the candidates’ respective debate strategies. Of course,
inasmuch as it is impossible for the news to descriptively and factually report on
something that has yet to happen, pre-debate news coverage resorted mostly to
interpretive speculation of what might happen on stage; only in the stories covering the
candidates’ debate preparations did descriptive, fact-based storytelling play a role. This
kind of speculative coverage involved a more or less “inside baseball” approach, tending
to favor stories on what the television audience could expect to see, what the candidates
had to do to be successful, and, as a corollary, what they could not afford to do.
With the first debate between Sens. Barack Obama and John McCain a few days
away, the Associated Press ran a story about how each candidate was preparing for the
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event. According to the report, both campaigns were playing what the AP described as
the “age-old game of downplaying the expectations about their man,” a game that
alternately involves playing up the opposition. The story cited a quote from Obama
spokesman Bill Burton complementing McCain’s debating skills, followed by a quote
from McCain himself complementing Obama’s. Meanwhile, Sen. Obama was
sequestered in a Florida hotel in an intense three-day practice session with aides and
advisers, the AP reported, revealing that one goal of the preparations “will be to make
sure Obama gets to the point quicker than he tended to in the primary debates.”9 The AP
noted interpretively that McCain was “showing more confidence” with a campaign
schedule that left little time for preparations, his advisers claiming that “the Arizona
Republican's decades-long experience on foreign affairs issues and his years of debating
colleagues in the Senate” was preparation enough.10 As the Washington Post later
reported, “senior aides have been traveling with [Sen. McCain] for more than a week,
prepping him when the campaign has down time, and there was extra work over the
weekend.”11
After the various media accounts of the candidates’ preparations came the inevitable
expectation-setting by the press, constituting the centerpiece of pre-debate coverage of
the 2008 presidential campaign. On the day of the first presidential debate, the
Washington Post reported that both candidates, despite their many differences, shared
three goals in debating: “surpassing expectations, neutralizing their perceived weaknesses
and demonstrating an ability to at least appear presidential.” The challenge for Obama,
according to some top supporters of the campaign, would be to do “whatever he can to
avoid appearing condescending.” McCain’s challenge, meanwhile, would be combating
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Obama's “repeated declaration that electing the senator from Arizona would be a third
term for President Bush.” McCain would have to rebut that claim by pointing out the
“many ways [he] has disagreed with both the president and his party over the years.”12
The pre-debate coverage of the third and final debate on October 15 was especially
notable for its rigorous expectation-setting. In addition to commanding a double-digit
lead in national polls and a steadily widening lead in key battleground states, Senator
Barack Obama had already been perceived to be the winner of the previous two debates.
The news media therefore speculated that the stakes of the final debate could not be
higher for McCain; with less than three weeks before Election Day, this was McCain’s
last chance to shake up the race, the press insisted. As The New York Times put it, “Mr.
McCain is highly unlikely to let this third and final debate — the last time in the
campaign that he will command an audience anywhere near this size — pass without a
fight.”13 MSNBC’s Keith Olbermann described John McCain’s challenge thus: “It is the
proverb of the ten-run homer. If you're losing a baseball game by ten runs, even if you
have the bases loaded, the best you can do is a grand slam, a four-run homer. John
McCain pretty much needs a ten-run homer.”14 Furthermore, ABC News’ Chief
Washington Correspondent George Stephanopoulos reported, "For Obama, he's in a dono-harm mode... His big challenge is just to avoid mistakes that become the talk of the
campaign trail over the next couple of days." As for McCain, he “does have to draw some
blood on Barack Obama, but if he goes too negative he'll reinforce the impressions that
have been built up over the last couple of weeks that he's the candidate on the attack.”15
In the examples cited above one may note how the language of sports – exemplified
here in such expressions as “pass without a fight,” “ten-run homer,” and “draw some
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blood” – plays a key role in reporting on the debates, further reflecting a news narrative
framework oriented primarily to the game of politics.

Post-debate News Coverage

Post-debate news coverage can have a major influence on the public’s perception of a
presidential debate. As Bob Dole’s 1996 presidential campaign manager Scott Reed told
the Washington Post in 2004, “Most people watching aren't sitting with pad and paper
keeping score, except for the media. The 72 hours after the debate are when all the
decisions are made, both at the water cooler and on the front pages of papers.” Slate
political writer William Saletan agreed that the post-debate analysis is “huge”: “What are
you going to remember? You remember what's repeated to you on TV or in the papers. It
decides everything.”16
As with the pre-debate coverage discussed above, the post-debate news coverage was
concerned largely with the game of the presidential race. Journalists preferred to analyze
the performances of the candidates and – more significantly – speculate on how the race
would be affected, thereby diminishing the focus on the candidates’ policy differences on
the issues. The first question tended to be, “who won,” and the follow-up question
tended to be, “how does this change the race?”
Candidate performance was evaluated mainly by standards of tactics and style. ABC
News’ George Stephanopoulos, for instance, graded candidates on “Strategy” first,
“Style” second, and “Accuracy” last.17 There were rather non-conventional methods of
performance evaluation as well, the most unique of which was featured in a report by
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CNN. Reporter Jeanne Moos consulted an expert in facial coding, a practice essentially
concerned with the language of facial expressions, to evaluate the candidates after the
first debate. As Moos put it, “Who needs political pundits when [facial coding expert]
Dan Hill can dissect a smile?” To offer a sense of just how trivial some debate coverage
can be, the following excerpts reveal Hill’s “findings”:

-

You can see Obama's smile is -- his smile is about twice as large as McCain's.
McCain, when he smiles, it's always really more of a grimace smile. There's a
tension that permeates McCain's personality.

-

What strikes me is how much Obama will look down when he's talking. He is
quite an introvert, I think. He would probably be one of most introverted people
we've ever had as president.

-

McCain was trying to look at -- make it look softer there by smiling. But, in fact,
his eyes were very narrow in what is a snake eyes expression of anger and there
was contempt on his face.18

In accordance with this game-centric narrative for debate coverage, reporters and
news analysts covering the debates were particularly vigilant for what have come to be
known as “game-changers;” that is, key moments or performances that are judged to
affect the dynamics of the race. As past debates have proven, the smallest thing can make
or break a presidential candidate’s performance. Ronald Reagan won his debate against
President Jimmy Carter with his line “There you go again.” President Reagan won his
second debate against Walter Mondale because of a clever one-liner about his opponent’s
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“youth and inexperience.” President George H.W. Bush lost his debate with Bill Clinton
and Ross Perot when he was caught stealing glances at his watch, giving off the
impression that he was bored. And Al Gore lost his first debate against George W. Bush
due to Gore’s now infamous “sigh.” As Time Magazine’s Margaret Carlson explained on
CNN, “Gore would have clearly won the debate… had it not been for the fact that he has
so many mannerisms – leading with the sigh, the bridge of sighs, that make people unable
to embrace him as the winner.”19
The 2008 presidential debates, however, failed to deliver on such moments, the press
found, sometimes clearly to its own dismay. After the first debate, a front page story of
the Washington Post reported, “Each [candidate] rose to the challenge here Friday night,
forcefully scoring points on one another, sparkling at times, but neither emerged as the
obvious winner except perhaps to their partisans. There were good exchanges but few big
moments of the kind that can change a presidential race.”20 The New York Times’ front
page account of the first debate likewise noticed the lack of “obvious game-changing
moments – big mistakes, or the kind of sound bites that dominate the news for days – in
the course of the 90-minute debate.”21 Leading into the second debate, NBC News
announced that Sen. McCain “heads into tonight's debate here down in the polls and in
need of a game-changer.”22
Some in the press were actually upset that the second debate was not more exciting,
in that it failed to deliver the kind of game-changer many expected to see. Tom Shales of
the Washington Post, referring to the debate as the “showdown that was more of a
letdown,” lamented that neither candidate “gave a particularly electrifying
performance.”23 In another story, the Post reported that while the question before the
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debate had been whether McCain “could turn in a ‘game-changing’ performance that
would shake up the race,” the “format - taking wide-ranging questions directly from
voters - largely prevented the candidates from engaging each other in an extended backand-forth… [McCain] was stymied by a format - one McCain himself originally
requested - that, by changing questioners and topics so frequently, precluded a gamechanging moment.” 24 Finding the theatrics of the second debate severely lacking, The
New York Times front page post-debate analysis cited as “remarkable” the “dourness
of…mood,” “the frequently subdued demeanors of the candidates even as they tore into
each other,” the “sometimes whispery” decibel level and the “usually muted” gestures.
“There were no exaggerated huffs, no big laughs, no long sighs,” the Times reported.
“[The candidates] were not striving for passionate. Somber and steady seemed to be the
goals.”25
Only a handful of stories were dedicated primarily to outlining the candidates’
differences on policy issues. To cite a few examples, The New York Times story
“Candidates Clash over Character and Policy” covered the third debate between Barack
Obama and John McCain with focus chiefly on Sen. McCain’s “persistent and pointed
questions about Senator Barack Obama’s character, judgment and policy prescriptions.”26
Likewise, the Associated Press’s account of the first debate featured substantive and
descriptive reporting of the event, directly quoting the candidates’ statements.27

Case Study: The Vice Presidential Debate
Having outlined debate coverage generally, this section will examine in some detail
the pre-debate and post-debate news coverage of the most watched, the most anticipated
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and the most covered of the 2008 debates, the Vice Presidential Debate between Senator
Joseph Biden and Governor Sarah Palin.

Pre-Debate Coverage
As with the coverage of the other debates, the pre-debate news coverage of the vice
presidential encounter featured the customary period of expectations-setting, with
emphasis overwhelmingly on Sarah Palin, the national newcomer who, despite her
extraordinary ability to draw crowds with her stump speeches, had performed unevenly in
several television interviews. The consensus was that her interview with Katie Couric
was an especially grave disaster, and that she could not afford a repeat performance in her
debate with Sen. Joseph Biden. “Palin must also avoid what we've seen from her in recent
media interviews: those deer in the headlight moments where it seems like she doesn't
know what to say,” George Stephanopoulos of ABC News reported a few days before the
debate. “A major mistake, particularly on foreign policy, would be absolutely fatal to her
candidacy.”28
But as The New York Times reported, the McCain campaign challenged such concerns
for the purposes of their own expectation-setting, maintaining that “if anything, the
barrage of criticism and the performance in the few television interviews she has done
gave her a low bar to clear in the debate.” The Times quoted a McCain campaign senior
adviser Nicole Wallace, who said, “I seriously hope that people continue to underestimate
the most popular governor in America and a woman who speaks to the heart of
America’s economic angst.”29 By the time of the debate, however, the public’s
assessment of Palin’s readiness for the vice presidency had plummeted in a new poll,
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according to the Washington Post, and she was found to be possibly a drag on the ticket
among several key voting groups, all of which significantly raised the stakes of her
performance that evening.30
That night the expectations were especially low for both candidates – Palin’s, because
of her past interview performances; and Biden’s, because of what the press considered his
gaffe-prone reputation. For some news analysts, however, particularly on cable news
television, it was impossible for the bar of expectations to be too low. CNN Senior
Analyst Jeffrey Toobin was particularly hyperbolic in describing what Sarah Palin had to
do. “We're way beyond, you know, political views. She couldn't get a single sentence out
with Katie Couric. That was an incoherent interview,” Toobin said. “She has to prove
that she is competent. Forget whether she understands the economy. Forget that she can
talk about negotiations with Russia. She has to prove that she can simply speak in a
normal English sentence.”31 Howard Fineman on Countdown with Keith Olbermann
announced that Biden’s task was to “keep his answers short and to the point. Defend
Obama, attack McCain and get off the stage without making news, and hope it's Sarah
Palin who does.”32
This expectation-setting in news coverage preceding the feverishly anticipated vice
presidential encounter was such that a debate performance by Palin and/or Biden that
merely surpassed expectations would itself become the overwhelming focus of postdebate news coverage, largely at the expense of an attention to the issues and the
candidates’ policy differences.

Post-Debate Coverage
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As it happened, both Palin and Biden – Palin especially – exceeded expectations in
their televised encounter, and this fact largely drove news coverage following the debate.
First there were the typical questions of who won and why. When a CNN instant poll
found that fifty-one percent of debate watchers said Biden did the best job, the cable
news network reported that while the conclusions of the survey did not constitute
“welcome news” for the McCain-Palin ticket, “Republicans have to be happy with Palin's
performance, which was gaffe-free even as it was short on substance.”33 “Give credit to
Sarah Palin,” CNN Political Analyst David Gergen said in his post-debate commentary.
“She was -- it was not -- it was the Sarah Palin of the early part of the campaign, not the
Sarah Palin, that Palin who showed up for the Katie Couric interview. She was spirited.
She came out well. She came out strong. I think there's every reason for the conservatives
to be happy…”34 With his VP Report Card, George Stephanopoulos graded the
candidates based on their strategy, style and accuracy. On the subject of “Strategy,”
which Stephanopoulos casually admitted on ABC’s Nightline was “the most important
subject,” both candidates did very well, Biden scoring an A and Palin an A minus. On
“Style,” Palin had the edge over Biden with her “very winning” and “very appealing”
performance. “She also tried to wink to the audience about four or five times and you got
the sense that she really was connecting with the people back home,” Stephanopoulos
said. The “Accuracy” category evaluated the candidates merely on technical
misstatements; at no point in the report were the ideas and arguments evaluated for their
substance or coherence.35
The Washington Post’s account the next day analyzed the candidates’ performances
especially for their lack of major gaffes. “Each [candidate] escaped without major
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mishap, and Palin seemed to repair an image that had been damaged by recent media
interviews and increasing public doubts about her readiness for the nation's No. 2 job.”
Later in the story, the Post again emphasized this point, reporting, “Likely to be more
lasting for viewers was the lack of obvious mistakes on either side, and an image of Palin
that was more like the confident, smiling politician who burst onto the scene with a fiery
speech at the Republican National Convention, and less like the stumbling candidate who
has seemed ill prepared in a series of interviews broadcast recently with CBS News
anchor Katie Couric.”36 The Los Angeles Times story “Palin and Biden spar in VP debate
but neither deals a knockout” likewise reported that both candidates appeared at least
initially to have met the goals set by the campaign at the outset… Neither candidate
appeared to make a career-altering gaffe.”37
In this fixation on candidate performance, personality was a significant focus. On
MSNBC’s Countdown, news analyst Pat Buchanan made clear that the debate was more
about a contest of personalities. “Biden's problem… is this: he's been in Washington for
36 years. He talks Washington lingo. It's facts, statistics, McCain this, McCain that. It is a
crashing bore,” Buchanan said. “Whatever you say about Sarah Palin, there is a
tremendous freshness to her language, to her use of phraseology. It is different. It is new.
Her personality, she's got a tremendous smile. And so, I mean, that is what I think won
the debate. It's-she was far and away, a far more attractive, arresting, interesting
personality than Joe Biden was tonight.”38 In a front page article the next day, The New
York Times led off its account of the event reporting, “Gov. Sarah Palin used a steady
grin, folksy manner and carefully scripted talking points to punch politely and persist
politically at the vice-presidential debate on Thursday night.” In its “TV Watch”
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analysis, the Times noted that Palin “twinkled, cocked her head, and spoke as plainly as
she could… Her sentences had lots of pep and patriotism, and few g’s at the end of her
words — “You betcha” and ‘Get down to gettin’ business done’ and ‘doggone it.’”
Making Biden “sound stuffy,” Palin “cocked her head, winked, and nudged him hard —
like a little sister who knows her older brother cannot hit back.”39 Meanwhile, the Los
Angeles Times reported that with Palin’s "’bless his/her hearts’ and knowing laughs,” she
had possibly “invented an entirely new rhetorical style: random folksiness. Each bit of
lighthearted ‘Sarahness’ was followed by a Serious Face as she got down to the issues. Or
at least the issues she was comfortable with.”40
Having evaluated the candidates’ performances, the big question now was how the
performances would affect the campaign. On MSNBC’s special post-debate edition of
Countdown, Keith Olbermann led off his broadcast saying, “The question tonight, on this
special post-edition of Countdown: Was it enough? Was Governor Palin's performance
tonight the game-changer that was needed to reverse the downward slide of the
Republican ticket?”41
Meanwhile, John King of CNN remarked that Palin’s performance was uneven by
debate grade standards, but “if you're grading her by what she needed to do most
tonight,” which he recognized as re-energizing “conservative activists,” then she did well.
“That was challenge No. 1 for her tonight, and I would say she's met that test,” King said.
“The bigger test, and we'll learn more of this as we go on, is how did she do with
independent voters? She tried to be folksy… We'll see whether it has the sustainability to
actually bring people over, as opposed to just not turning the people away.” CNN anchor
Campbell Brown followed up King’s commentary, saying, “The polls will show whether
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this is a real game changer. But I think Palin did what she needed to do, which was to be
reassuring to conservatives, those who supported her already.”42 Hours after the debate,
Howard Fineman of Newsweek wrote on his “Race to the finish” blog, “As aggressive as
her performance was, it is unlikely that it moved the overall horserace numbers.”43
The following day the newspapers similarly talked about the game of the race and
whether the previous evening’s debate changed anything. The first paragraph of The New
York Times’ front-page analysis reported that Palin had “made it through the vicepresidential debate on Thursday without doing any obvious damage to the Republican
presidential ticket. By surviving her encounter with Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr. and
quelling some of the talk about her basic qualifications for high office, she may even
have done Senator John McCain a bit of good, freeing him to focus on the other troubles
shadowing his campaign.” However, as the Times story continued in its second
paragraph, “It was not a tipping point for the embattled Republican presidential ticket, the
bad night that many Republicans had feared. But neither did it constitute the turning point
the McCain campaign was looking for after a stretch of several weeks in which Senator
Barack Obama seemed to be gaining the upper hand in the race.”44 As the Washington
Post reported, “The vice presidential debate came with high interest and big expectations
and certainly delivered, though not as some had predicted. That leaves it to Obama and
McCain to argue it out for the next 32 days.”45

A study by the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism found
that news coverage of the four debates combined accounted for 17% of the total 2008
election news. “That offers some insight into how significant debates have become in the
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architecture, if not the outcome, of our general election periods,” the study commented.46
Our presidential debates should be significant, as they represent an opportunity for two
presidential candidates with different prescriptions for the future to meet and confront
each other in a realm of ideas, a contest decided in theory by the informed, literate citizen
making his own judgment of which candidate would make the best president. This does
not describe the real world, however, where public discourse is conducted by images and
candidates are reduced to actors on a television screen, their performances evaluated for
their style, demeanor and body language. “Ultimately, sadly, these debates are won, or
lost, on style and perceptions of character—not substance,” says Time Magazine’s Joe
Klein, writing after the first debate between John McCain and Barack Obama. “Those are
matters of taste. We'll see if McCain seemed too old or Obama too young. Obama did
speak in a stronger, firmer voice. He was clear, straightforward and not at all professorial.
He looked directly into the camera; McCain rarely, if ever, did…” 47
Again, the picture is everything. They say the camera never lies, but can it give us all
the truth we need?
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Chapter Four

News-Speak: Politics 2008 and the English Language
“[In much of modern English prose,] two qualities are common… The
first is staleness of imagery; the other is lack of precision. The writer
either has a meaning and cannot express it, or he inadvertently says
something else, or he is almost indifferent as to whether his words mean
anything or not. This mixture of vagueness and sheer incompetence is the
most marked characteristic of modern English prose, and especially of any
kind of political writing. As soon as certain topics are raised, the concrete
melts into the abstract and no one seems able to think of turns of speech
that are not hackneyed: prose consists less and less of words chosen for
the sake of their meaning, and more and more of phrases tacked together
like the sections of a prefabricated hen-house.” [Emphasis his]
George Orwell1

Carl von Clausewitz said that war is politics by other means. Judging from the way
the 2008 election was covered, it is clear that many journalists today believe that politics
is war by other means. And if not war, then a game–an exciting spectator sport. This is
evidenced not only by what was covered during the campaign, but also by the language
of that coverage.
Aldous Huxley saw language as, “among other things, a device which men use for
suppressing and distorting the truth.” Because we find the reality of war too unpleasant
to contemplate, he writes, “we create a verbal alternative to that reality, parallel with it,
but in quality quite different from it. That which we contemplate thenceforward is not
that to which we react emotionally and upon which we pass our moral judgments, is not
war as it is in fact, but the fiction of war as it exists in our pleasantly falsifying
verbiage.”2 It is clear that the same thing is happening in political news coverage today,
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except that journalists are creating a verbal alternative to the reality of politics using the
metaphors of war and sports.
I have already discussed how journalists tend to see the election through the paradigm
of the “game.” In much of this horse-race coverage, sports metaphors have served to help
journalists describe what they see, while serving to reinforce the paradigm. In election
coverage over past decades, a candidate has been covered chiefly as a “competitor,”
either a “frontrunner” or an “underdog,” depending on his “position” in the “race” to
“win” the presidency. This language of spectator sports was no less pervasive in the
coverage of the 2008 election. There were the stories of the candidates “forcefully
scoring points on one another,” of McCain’s “high-risk gambles” intended to “recapture
the momentum” and keep battleground states “in play,” of Obama “gaining the upperhand in the race,” ultimately “coasting to the finish line.”
Moreover, the press tended to use the boxing lingo of “knockout blows,” “punches,”
“hits,” “sparring” and “jabs” to describe the on-stage “action” of the presidential debates.
The Los Angeles Times’ story “In McCain-Obama Debate: Few Hits, No Errors” reported
that McCain “pummeled” Obama with the charge that he was not ready to lead, “but
Obama parried most of McCain's punches, ignored others, and took every opportunity to
repeat the main foreign policy themes of his campaign.”3 Meanwhile, CNN’s similarly
titled story “A Few Jabs, but No Knockout in First Debate” reported that John McCain
and Barack Obama “landed some punches Friday night, but neither delivered a knockout
blow in the first presidential debate featuring the two party nominees.”4 Time Magazine’s
Joe Klein wrote, “There was nothing in this debate that was a knockout blow—nothing
that should change the current trajectory of the campaign.”5
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Not even such respectable newspapers of record as The New York Times and the
Washington Post could resist using the sensationalized language of prize-fighting to tell
the story of the debates, a story which, if recounted entirely in the metaphors they used,
went something like this: in “round one” there were “Economic Jabs, then Punches on
World Affairs” as the candidates “clashed,” “wrestled,” and “pummeled back and forth;”
Biden and Palin “traded barbs,” the latter “punch[ing] politely,” in the Vice-Presidential
“face-off”/“showdown;” Obama and McCain “sparred over [the economy]” in the second
debate, the “even more combative” McCain putting Obama “on the defensive;” and
lastly, “Aggressive underdog” McCain met “Cool Counterpuncher” Obama in a “HardHitting Final Round,” in which “McCain hit Obama” for his controversial remarks to Joe
the Plumber, putting him “off guard;” but alas, there was “no knockout punch,” because a
candidate’s “punch needs to do something to its target — to rattle, to wound, or (best of
all) cause the opponent to counterpunch in a self-defeating way,” and neither candidate
was able to pull off such a blow.6 [See Appendix (p. 69) for a more in-depth case study of
this kind of news reporting.]
Why the boxing lingo? Especially when boxing as a sport has diminished in
popularity through the decades, when relatively few people today know who currently
holds the title for light heavyweight champion? Asked about this, Mark Jurkowitz from
the Pew Research Center asserts that such language is a “function of basically having too
much of a male-dominated media culture.”7 As he puts it, “You’ve got a lot of boys who
like sports who cover politics.” Dan Amundson of the Center for Media and Public
Affairs says that the metaphor of boxing is part of the “natural dynamics of trying to tell a
good story.”8
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Moreover, it is simply the case that political candidates themselves have a tendency to
use sports metaphors to talk about their campaigns, especially when talking about their
strategy or “game-plan.” And this talk is not confined to male politicians only; even
Sarah Palin made news during the campaign when she said that it was time “to take the
gloves off” and step up the attacks on Obama. So it is not inconceivable that this sports
talk has carried over to journalism, as part of an accepted language of politics. This
might explain–but should not make excuses for–the disparity between how a reporter
covers politics and how a responsible news consumer prefers politics to be covered. No
matter how much the news consumer might wish for more issues-oriented news
coverage, the reporter who conceives of politics as Richard Weaver says the press does,
as dramatized conflict, will find it difficult to dramatize the conflict between two
opponents without using the language of boxing, at the expense of a language better
suited for the intelligent discourse of ideas.
And the reporter who conceives of politics as war by other means will find it difficult
to resist using the language of warfare. Indeed, this was the chosen language of many
newspaper headlines, such as “In McCain’s Uphill Battle, Winning is an Option,”
“Campaigns Shift to Attack Mode on Eve of Debate,” and “Rival Tickets Are Redrawing
Battlegrounds.” This was also the chosen language for the storytelling itself, even in the
pages of The New York Times and the Washington Post, in which war metaphors served
to complement the sports-charged narrative I noted above. By the Times and Post
accounts, the candidates were “catapulting poison-tipped sound bites at each other across
a vast, clamorous media no man’s land;” McCain was “ready to storm the barricades;”9
the candidates were “engaged in a perennial battle,” an “intensive battle to shape public
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perceptions,” a “war over shaping the post-debate narrative;”10 “Obama pushed back” /
“shot back,” “training his fire on McCain,”11 Obama tried to “challenge McCain on his
perceived turf;”12 Palin, “under fire,” “pushed back hard;”13 she “tried to recoup from
past blunders,” offering a “pre-emptive strike against commentators poised to critique her
performance;”14 “surviving her encounter,” Palin made it through “without doing any
obvious damage” to “the embattled Republican presidential ticket;”15 “Biden trained his
fire on McCain” / “blasted McCain,” the debate becoming “a barrage of numbers;”16 the
second debate saw a “new round of attacks;”17 in the final debate, viewers saw in McCain
“not the happy warrior so much as the harping warrior;” Obama “attacked on multiple
fronts” and “looked defensive” as “the fusillade of charges came at him;”18 against some
of McCain’s taunting, though, Obama “largely refused to return fire.”19
The Times’ article “Republicans Scrambling to Save Their Seats in House and
Senate” constitutes perhaps the greatest extended example of 2008 political reporting that
was nearly indistinguishable from war journalism. “Outspent and under siege in a hostile
political climate,” the article began, “Congressional Republicans scrambled this weekend
to save embattled incumbents in an effort to hold down expected Democratic gains in the
House and Senate on Tuesday.” [Italics mine, here as well as the following] The article
continued:

With the election imminent, Senate Republicans threw their remaining resources
into protecting endangered lawmakers in Georgia, Minnesota, Mississippi, New
Hampshire, North Carolina and Oregon, while House Republicans were forced to
put money into what should be secure Republican territory in Idaho, Indiana,
Kentucky, Virginia and Wyoming….
What seems especially striking about this year's Congressional races is that
Democrats appear to have solidified their gains from the 2006 midterm elections
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and are pushing beyond their traditional urban turf into what once were safe
Republican strongholds, creating a struggle for the suburbs.
Trying to capitalize on economic uncertainty, House Democrats are taking aim at
vacant seats and incumbents in suburban and even more outlying areas -- the
traditional foundation of Republican power in the House. With many of the most
contested House races occurring in Republican-held districts that extend beyond
cities in states like Florida, Michigan, Minnesota and Ohio, Democrats said
expected victories would give them suburban dominance.
Among open House seats Democrats say they have a good chance of capturing
include those being vacated by Representatives Ralph Regula and Deborah Pryce
in Ohio, Jim Ramstad in Minnesota, Jerry Weller in Illinois and Rick Renzi in
Arizona.20

Consider that Huxley was concerned with the attempt to hide the horrors of war by
painting it as something else, so that “when we talk about war, we use a language which
conceals or embellishes its reality.”21 It is interesting then that journalists have tried to
make politics more appealing by painting it as war, so that when we talk about politics,
we use a language that conceals its reality and embellishes it as warfare.
It is unlikely that many of us are even aware that the word “campaign” itself is rooted
in the language of warfare, defined as a series of military operations aimed at achieving a
specific objective. Indeed, it is unlikely that many of us are conscious of the metaphors
we’re using. As media scholar Kathleen Jamieson writes, “So enmeshed is the
vocabulary of horse race and war in our thoughts about politics that we are not conscious
that the ‘race’ is a metaphor and ‘spectatorship’ an inappropriate role for the
electorate.”22
And these metaphors can lead our thinking astray. In his influential essay “Politics
and the English Language,” George Orwell warns that as thought corrupts language,
“language can also corrupt thought. A bad usage can spread by tradition and imitation,
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even among people who should and do know better.”23 Just as a cause can have an
effect, so can the effect become a cause, Orwell says, “reinforcing the original cause and
producing the same effect in an intensified form, and so on indefinitely.” Our language
becomes “ugly and inaccurate because our thoughts are foolish, but the slovenliness of
our language makes it easier for us to have foolish thoughts.”24
This slovenliness of language can be attributed in part to our failure to “let the
meaning choose the word, and not the other way about.”25 If this rule of Orwell’s were
consistently adhered to, a candidate’s rebuttal would be called a “rebuttal,” not a
“counterpunch,” and criticizing one’s opponent would be described as “criticizing one’s
opponent,” not “training fire on one’s opponent.”
But this slovenliness can also be attributed to the inherent difficulty of describing the
abstract, especially when one aims to report on the ideas and issues of a campaign. As
Orwell describes this difficulty, “When you think of something abstract you are more
inclined to use words from the start, and unless you make a conscious effort to prevent it,
the existing dialect will come rushing in and do the job for you, at the expense of blurring
or even changing your meaning.” One must therefore “decide what impression one’s
words are likely to make on another person,” cutting out all “stale or mixed images, all
prefabricated phrases, needless repetitions, and humbug and vagueness generally.” This
is covered in large part by Orwell’s first rule for writing English prose, stating, “Never
use a metaphor, simile or other figure of speech which you are used to seeing in print.”26
Assuming that The New York Times is even aware of this rule, the evidence from the
2008 campaign is clear that the Times has not been faithful to it. Nor has the Washington
Post, nor the Los Angeles Times, nor The Wall Street Journal, nor Time Magazine.
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Indeed, the metaphors used by the press could be said to belong to the Newspeak of our
time, serving – as the Newspeak of Oceania did in Orwell’s 1984 – to “diminish the
range of thought,”27 so that it becomes increasingly difficult to translate substantial
political discourse into the accepted language of election news coverage. More and
more, this accepted language and its worn-out metaphors are not only blurring the
meaning of political discourse but indeed changing it altogether, turning what was in the
time of Lincoln and Douglas a debate of ideas and policies into a sensationalized
spectator sport, where the electorate loses.
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Epilogue
Journalists can follow all of their rules, arrange their coverage as
objectively as possible, and still cause a tremendous distortion of the
electoral process. This occurs not because journalists wish to create such
distortions or exert their own influence. It is simply because journalists
will always be guided primarily by the values and norms of their own
profession, and news judgment and news values are inherently at odds
with rational presidential campaigns.
S. Robert Lichter1

As wrong as Jefferson was about how a free press would automatically ensure a free
society, one may contend that the underlying assumption of his belief was correct, that
truth is the greatest enemy to tyranny. The truth sets people free, so of course tyrants will
seek to kill the truth. Many in the spirit of Jefferson continue to believe that totalitarian
regimes will seek to kill the truth by censoring it like Orwell said they might, so that
Oceania’s war with Eastasia today could suddenly become Oceania’s war with Eurasia
tomorrow, and the Party’s Ministry of Truth would make it a simply indisputable fact that
Oceania had always been at war with Eurasia.
But the truth, which is in the world but not of it, simply is; and the most skilled of
censors cannot alter fundamentally what it is, only how we see it. The end of truth will
therefore come only when there is the total destruction of not the truth itself but of a
people’s will to find it, to reflect upon it, to cherish it. Just as the limitless splendor of the
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heavens is of no value to the man without eyes to behold it, so will the truth be valueless
to the man whose mind’s eye is closed to its splendor.
In Walden, Henry David Thoreau warns against “closing the eyes and slumbering”
and “consenting to be deceived by shows,” as these lead to a “daily life of routine and
habit… built on purely illusory foundations.”2 It is in this kind of deluded life that men
are in the most danger of the inhuman horrors of despotism. If vigilance is the price of
man’s liberty, then our liberty is sure to be lost if our “vision does not,” as Thoreau puts
it, “penetrate the surface of things.”3
But our own vision failing, it is futile to expect the press and other news media to
penetrate the surface of things. Thoreau said in 1859 that there was not a newspaper or
magazine editor in the country who would deliberately print anything he thought would
ultimately and permanently reduce the number of his subscribers. “They do not believe
that it would be expedient,” Thoreau contended. “How then can they print truth? If we do
not say pleasant things, they argue, nobody will attend to us. And so they do like some
traveling auctioneers, who sing an obscene song, in order to draw a crowd around them.”4
This paper demonstrates that even after a century and a half, the song remains the same.
Having examined the news coverage of the 2008 Presidential Election, we have seen
that news and truth are by no means synonymous. As Walter Lippmann put it, “The
function of news is to signalize an event, the function of the truth is to bring to light the
hidden facts, to set them into relation with each other, and make a picture of reality on
which one can act.”5 The news coverage studied in this paper did little to help citizens
develop an accurate picture of reality. Instead, it marketed the presidential campaign, for
the most part, as both sporting event and soap opera, both game and melodrama, where
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the candidate served as both player and performer, the reporter as both sports
commentator and theater critic, and the electorate as mere spectator. Chapter One
examined how the press reported largely on the game and drama of politics, so that the
natural approach to the presidential race could be best defined as “more race, less
presidential.” Chapter Two explored in some detail the lengths to which news will go to
distract. Chapter Three examined the series of televised debates as the pinnacle event of
the election game in which the news is so fascinated. And Chapter Four critiqued the
language used to talk about this election game.
Now at the end, this paper offers little by way of prescriptions for improving
campaign coverage, as it takes seriously the limited nature of news, free from the illusion
that the press could ever provide a complete and accurate picture of a presidential
candidate, much less the world beyond our reach. The point of this paper, therefore, has
been to shatter this illusion for those who are susceptible to it, for those who have heard
journalists promise us all we need to know, and have believed them.
But whereas the shattering of this illusion would seem to leave little room for
optimism, Mark Jurkowitz of the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, for
one, sees a silver lining. While conceding that there were a number of problems in how
the press covered the 2008 election, he notes that “there was so much coverage” in this
campaign that good, relevant information did emerge in some places and was available to
those who wanted it. “Whether you liked [the coverage] or not,” he says, “whatever
percentage of it you thought was wrongheaded or trivial, there was so much attention
paid to this campaign by so many media outlets that you could get that kind of
information you needed if you were willing to go find it.” Obviously though, he
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concludes, this puts a “significant burden on the news consumer,” especially at a time
when “being a smart news consumer [requires] more energy than ever.”6
But it is one thing for Mark Jurkowitz and I to recognize the burden on the news
consumer, and quite another to have faith that the news consumer himself will recognize
this burden and decide to bear it. Such faith would surely “overestimate,” in the words of
Lippmann, “our own endurance, public spirit, and all-round competence;” indeed, it
would “suppose an appetite for uninteresting truths which is not discovered by any honest
analysis of our own tastes.” 7
If anything, this paper has revealed a far different appetite, one that craves the new
and sensational, and one the news inherently satisfies, leading us, in many cases, away
from truth.
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Appendix
Case Study of the Interpretive Style of Reporting
[As referenced in Chapter One, p. 22 and Chapter Three, p. 59]
Key: Highlights = interpretive style; Bold = sports/war language

From The New York Times.
October 16, 2008. Page A26

News Analysis: McCain Attacks, but Obama Stays Steady
By PATRICK HEALY
Senator John McCain was in a groove early in the presidential debate on
Wednesday night, looking Senator Barack Obama in the eye and chiding him
over taxes, over his backbone in standing up to Democrats and over the Obama
campaign’s portrayal of Mr. McCain as the second coming of George W. Bush.
It looked like Mr. McCain might, just might, raise the level of his game in
throwing Mr. Obama off his — Mr. McCain’s essential goal 20 days before the
election, as he seeks a comeback in the face of declining poll numbers in
battlegrounds like Pennsylvania and Virginia.
But then Mr. McCain began to undercut his own effort to paint Mr. Obama as
just another negative politician. Mr. McCain grew angry as he attacked Mr.
Obama over his ties to William Ayers, the Chicago professor who helped found
the Weather Underground terrorism group. Suddenly, Mr. McCain was no
longer gaining ground by showing command on the top issue for voters, the
economy; he was turning tetchy over a 1960s radical.
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“The facts are facts and records are records,” Mr. McCain said, refusing to let the
issue go. “He had a long association with him — it’s the fact that all, all of the
details need to be known about.” A few breaths later, as part of the same answer,
Mr. McCain returned to the economy and the importance of creating jobs.
It seemed as if Mr. McCain was veering from one hot button to another, pressing
them all, hoping to goad Mr. Obama into an outburst or a mistake that would
alter the shape of the race in its last three weeks.
But for a punch to make a difference, the punch needs to do something to its
target — to rattle, to wound, or (best of all) cause the opponent to
counterpunch in a self-defeating way.
If Mr. Obama, on the defensive, showed a bit more vim, vigor and vinegar than
he had in the previous debates, he also remained calm, cool and collected for the
most part — showing survival skills that he learned in his brutal 16-month
battle for the nomination against a tough inside fighter, Senator Hillary
Rodham Clinton. That is all Mr. Obama really needed to do to freeze the
dynamics of the campaign in place during the debate — dynamics that by and
large favor him.
Mr. Obama had the easier task on Wednesday night: to keep the focus on the
economy, to show that he could be trusted to change the direction of the country
and to remain relaxed and steady. Indeed, perhaps his most crucial task was to
appear bemused and unruffled in the face of Mr. McCain’s attacks, which the
Obama campaign (and about everyone else who has seen the latest polls)
predicted were coming.
Mr. McCain, after starting off comfortably, seemed increasingly inconsistent and
testy as the debate wore on. At one point he challenged Mr. Obama about
whether he had ever stood up to leaders in his party — reflecting the concern
among many voters that a President Obama and a Democratic-led Congress
would impose one-party rule on the nation.
Mr. Obama replied that he had supported tort reform, to the annoyance of many
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Democratic trial lawyers. But then Mr. McCain did himself little good by
sounding churlish as he muttered “an overwhelming vote,” and then sounded like
a schoolteacher as he added, “Senator Obama, your argument for standing up to
leaders of your party isn’t very convincing.”
There were several moments when Mr. McCain’s tactics and tone appeared not
to help him. During a discussion of angry comments at rallies, Mr. McCain chose
not to disavow such remarks, but rather to say “categorically, I’m proud of the
people who come to our rallies.” He then noted that big rallies tended to attract
“some fringe people.”
And after Mr. Obama gave a long answer weaving together issues of climate
change, foreign oil and trade, Mr. McCain opted at first to belittle him. “Well,
you know, I — I — I admire so much Senator Obama’s eloquence, and you
really have to pay attention to words.”
Mr. McCain was more animated Wednesday night than he had been at the two
other debates, though not always to his benefit in the split-screen presentation of
television. His voice turned edgy at times, as when talking about Obama
campaign attack advertisements, and his frozen smile and wide eyes — which
blinked frequently and distractingly at times — seemed a little strange.
By contrast, Mr. Obama responded to Mr. McCain’s lines of attacks by smiling
and slightly shaking his head, but otherwise maintained a blank expression and
an unfailing monotone. For those voters who like to fall in love with their
politicians by finding a common humanity, Mr. Obama did not deliver at any of
the three debates; he gave off very little heat, alluring or otherwise, and his
composure had a certain flatness.
At times even the debate moderator, Bob Schieffer of CBS, failed to tease out a
reaction or reply from Mr. Obama that was anything less than controlled.
Mr. Schieffer first asked a set of questions about the nasty tone of the campaign,
and Mr. Obama noted that Mr. McCain’s running mate, Gov. Sarah Palin of
Alaska, did not chastise the person at one of her rallies who yelled “kill him” in
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reference to Mr. Obama. Minutes later, talking about the vice-presidential
candidates, Mr. Schieffer asked Mr. Obama whether Ms. Palin was qualified to
be president.
If Mr. Obama wanted to blow off steam, he did not show it, tweaking Ms. Palin
instead by referring to her as a “capable politician” (as opposed to, say, a capable
leader) and noted that “she has excited the base in the Republican Party” (a subtle
to nod to her unpopularity with independent voters in some swing states).
For some Republicans, the debate performance was Mr. McCain’s best,
especially his moments of focus on the economy and taxes and Mr. Obama’s
record. There was relief among Republicans, if not a declaration that Mr. McCain
had turned his campaign in a winning direction.
“Republicans want McCain to fight, but I think in this environment, McCain
should almost ignore Obama and sell himself directly to America,” said Stuart
Stevens, a Republican media consultant who had been an adviser on Mitt
Romney’s presidential campaign. “More Ali and less Joe Frazier.”
Mr. McCain also seized on Mr. Obama’s recent conversation about taxes with an
Ohio voter, who became known as Joe the Plumber during the debate. For all of
Mr. McCain’s direct appeals to the Joes of America, and his direct slams on Mr.
Ayers, it was the lack of direct damage to Mr. Obama that cheered Democrats
after the debate. “It was a confused, ineffective, at times stumbling McCain who
lost decisively to a presidential Obama,” said Robert Shrum, the veteran
Democratic consultant. “Americans worry a lot more about paying their bills than
about some guy named Bill Ayers. The burden was on McCain, and he couldn’t
rise to the occasion.”
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